
DEMONSTRATION 
OF VERY LOW ENERGY
NEW BUILDINGS

NEED4B develops a new replicable methodological approach for designing, constructing, and operating very low energy new buildings. 
This methodology is being validated and enriched by the experience gathered in a series of demonstration buildings constructed 

in 4 European countries. These buildings will demonstrate the technical feasibility and cost-effectiveness of constructing buildings 
with a primary energy consumption lower than 60 kWh/m2 year. The variety of typologies and uses of the buildings as well 

as their location in different climatic zones, makes the results of the project broadly applicable across Europe.

Lecce, Italy
Demo Site 3

4.692 m2

Multifunctional building named “CAIAFFA Building”.

Integrates a commercial area, offices and the first underground parking 
of Lecce City.

Designed to be totally integrated into the surrounding built environment 
composed by buildings of architectonical and historical values, but 
its structural and technical aspects might be reproduced also in new 
development areas of a city.

Aims to show the coexistence of high aesthetic quality and energy effi-
cient main drivers, creating a place where people like to work in and 
perform recreational activities.
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Borås & Varberg, Sweden

310 m2

One is a family house placed in a new attractive residential area near 
Varberg.

One is assembled at SP main research facility in Borås and used as a 
full-scale test lab with artificial user behavior loads. It is also used for 
smart grid research and as a showcase for visitors.

The house model developed is not a prototype, but a real solution to 
be a part of the standard catalogue as a mass market product. It is 
constructed and equipped with energy solutions that will work in other 
countries with similar climate.
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17.756  m2

Istanbul, Turkey
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Stambruges, Belgium
Demo Site 1

219 m2

Prefabricated wooden family house located near Mons.

The energy performance of the building is determined based on a com-
plete measurement system with data acquisition and treatment.

This pilot aims at demonstrating construction based on the passive 
house concept.

It may become a positive energy house thanks to the placement of pho-
tovoltaic panels.

The rainwater is collected and reused in the house.
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Demo Site 2

Demo Site 4

Prefabricated wooden passive house

Finalized in November 2015, monitoring started in December 2015

Current primary energy consumption: 34.1 kWh/m2.yr  �

Key design strategies: Wood-base envelope, double skin coating and high 

performance glazing, PV panels, highly efficient heat pump 

Offices and commercial areas

Finalized in October 2014, monitoring started in January 2016

Current primary energy consumption: 45 kWh/m2.yr  �

Key design strategies: Double skin, high performance glazing, high effi-
ciency heat pumps on terrace, PV 83.09 kWp 

Two pre-fabricated low energy wooden framed villas.

Boras: Monitored since March 2015                                                          
Varberg: Monitored since October 2015  

Current primary energy consumption: 50.3 kWh/m2.yr  �

Key design strategies: New constructive solutions for thermal insulation of 
envelope against moisture, Ground source heat pump, PV panels; Exhaust 
air recovery, advanced monitoring system 

School of Foreign Languages at Ozyegin University

Finalized in May 2014, monitoring started in January 2015

Current primary energy consumption: 35 kWh/m2.yr  �

Key design strategies: Geothermal Heat Pump, Cross Ventilation 
with Mechanical Exhaust, Air-ground exchanger, Double Façade, 
External Shades, PV, Energy kiosks

The Turkish demo site is settled in the Özyegin University Campus and hosts the School of Foreing Languages (ScoLa).

The whole campus has LEED Gold Certificate, but this building goes a step further and behaves 50% more efficiently.

The University provides hands-on education to its students by providing them facilities that teach by example.

Takes part in the “Zero Istanbul 2050” initiative, which is coordinated by Özyegin University.
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